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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Vaccine passports have been dangled like the proverbial carrot in front of a weary public longing

to get back to a semblance of normalcy after nearly two years of lockdowns, masking and social

distancing. A Swedish company released a short video  demonstrating technology that allows

them to implant a computer chip in your hand or arm that can carry your vaccine status.

The video quickly spread across social media, generating questions and contributing to the

growing fear that "Big Brother" is growing stronger. The millions of deaths that were predicted by

a Qawed model for this pandemic,  and which seemingly started the push for a vaccine, have not

come to fruition.

Coupled with a recent engineering analysis of the data,  which strongly suggests that the number

of deaths from the vaccine now outnumber the number of deaths from the illness, the likelihood

that the push for vaccine mandates is meant to protect your health is slim to none.

As of December 10, 2021, the VAERS database recorded 20,244 deaths from the vaccine. Using

the under-reporting factor (URF) of 41 determined in the recent analysis,  there conceivably could

have been an overwhelming 830,004 deaths from the vaccine in 12 months, versus the 797,503

deaths  recorded by the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention for the illness in 24 months.

Researchers and doctors have reported that the newest iteration of the coronavirus — Omicron —

results in little more than cold symptoms, and as of December 17, 2021, has led to only one

con^rmed death in the U.K.  The most common symptoms are a scratchy throat, headache,

fatigue and runny nose.

And yet, the call and cry for vaccine mandates, public masking and vaccine passports continues.

As one meme puts it: “They're telling the unjabbed to take the jab because the jab works. And

telling the jabbed to get a booster because the jab doesn't work ... while telling everyone that the

unjabbed are putting the jabbed in danger by not getting a jab that didn't protect the jabbed.”

Swedish Company Promoting Implanted Vaccine Passports

On the surface, Swedish company Epicenter is promoting the company’s biochip technology to

monitor and track vaccine status, but the future likely holds more. The ^rm used a short video

clip to showcase the implant that can store data and then be read by any device using near ^eld

communication (NFC) protocol.

The technology is currently in use with other applications,  such as mobile wallets and accepting

payments at the point of sale. Unlike Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, the interaction must be within an

extremely short range, normally a few centimeters. NFC devices can also be used bidirectionally,

which means that it can act as a reader or a tag.

The National Post  reports that thousands in Sweden are having these microchips inserted

between their thumbs and index ^ngers. In 2017, CNBC  reported Epicenter was using the

implants in their workers to open doors, operate printers and purchase goods on the company

campus.

At the time, the co-founder and CEO of Epicenter, Patrick Mesterton, told CNBC  that “The

biggest bene^t I think is convenience.” The idea was to replace communication devices such as

credit cards or keys. It's the same technology that's been used in pets or packages to track

deliveries. Mesterton said he originally had doubts but then compared the data-gathering implant

with pacemakers that control your heartbeat.

In 2017, CNBC  reported approximately 150 workers had been implanted. By 2018, the National

Post  reported that 3,500 people in Sweden had been implanted with biochips. That number

grew to 6,000 by 2021.

An article in the National Post  in 2018 postulated that Swedes were more likely to accept the

implants because the Swedish biohacking culture is generally part of the transhumanist

movement. Another theory is that they have been raised to share more of their personal details

based on their social security system.

In addition, it appears that people have a strong faith in digital technology and a deep belief in the

positive potential they believe it holds. The Swedish government is heavily invested in technology

and the economy is now largely inQuenced by tech innovations, services and digital exports. The

transhumanist movement in Sweden is built on the cultural belief that digital technology will help

humans compete with AI.

Vaccine Passports Used to Leverage Hesitancy

The movement to use biochips as vaccine passports has a foundation in discrimination and not

convenience. MedPage Today  reports on a six-country study  in which the researchers found

that when vaccination proof or a recent negative test was required for people to go to public

places or travel, the country saw more people taking the COVID jab.

The data showed  that in the 20 days before policies were implemented and the ^rst 40 days

afterward, there was a greater uptick in the number accepting the genetic therapy injection. The

data also showed that age was a factor in acceptance.

Individuals younger than 20 and those 20 to 49 years were more likely to get the shot when

certi^cation was required to access nightclubs, large events, leisure activities and the hospitality

sector. The researchers wrote:

“Given higher vaccine complacency and hesitancy in certain groups, such as younger

people (<30 years), this intervention could be an additional policy lever to increase

vaccine uptake and population-level immunity.”

In other words, the researchers suggest that using mandatory vaccination could essentially

threaten individuals into receiving an injection they do not want just so they will be able to

engage in society. Without a vaccination, individuals would no longer be able to access public

places, public transportation and work, and without income and socialization, people would be

forced to take the genetic therapy shot.

Interestingly, the study also attempted to look at the impact that the vaccine passport would have

on caseloads.  However, the data did not show what was hoped — that the vaccine passports

and higher rates of vaccination reduced the number of cases. Instead, they found cases reduced

in some countries and rose in others, suggesting another factor was at work inQuencing infection

rates.

Steven Northam, director of U.K.'s BioTeq, the leading human technology implant specialist,

predicted:  "In 10 to15 years, microchipped humans will be an everyday occurrence." Noelle

Chesley, associate professor of sociology at the University of Wisconsin, agrees, having told USA

Today in 2017, "It will happen to everybody. Maybe not my generation, but certainly that of my

kids."

The viral video from Sweden promoting biochip vaccine passports received mixed reviews. While

some saw the move as a genius idea integrating technology into the human body, others think it

is reminiscent of a sci-^ movie or possibly forerunner to the “mark of the beast” from the book of

Revelations in the Bible.

Visible and Invisible Tattoos Under Your Skin

An implanted chip is not the only way you might be marked with vaccine information.

Researchers from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology also announced how vaccine

certi^cates may be injected under the skin using quantum dots a few nanometers in size.

The technique uses transdermal patches described as being used to “label people”  with

invisible ink that can store information under the skin. The Quorescent quantum dot tags are

applied at the same time as the vaccine injection. The transdermal patch has dissolvable

microneedles  that co-deliver the light-emitting microparticles and the vaccine.

The research was originally funded by the Gates Foundation and the Koch Institute for Integrative

Cancer Research.  When the dots are lit with UV light it increases the energy level of the

molecules. Cell culture studies have suggested the physicochemical characteristics are one

factor that creates toxicity in these quantum microdots.

Kevin McHugh, who is a member of the team working on the technology, explains that despite

potential toxicity challenges, the technique could allow for “rapid inspection of vaccination

history.”  Thus far, the technology has only been used in animal experiments, but according to

McHugh the technology is primarily targeted at children.

Another form of marking your body with information is a tattoo. A 22-year-old Italian student's ink

went viral  when a video was taken of his friends scanning the QR code tattooed on his arm. The

New York Post  describes the side effects of having QR codes tattooed on your body as the need

for them “to be designed just right” and giving them time to heal to work properly.

Digital IDs Are About Control and ProIt, Not Safety

While some see vaccine passports as a convenience and implanted chips as a way of keeping

track of their wallet or keys, make no mistake, they are a precursor to a digital ID. Thales Digital

Identity and Security company  says they are “offering citizens unparalleled convenience and

security.”

However, while promoted as something with superior convenience, digital passports don't always

work  and ultimately will turn you into a slave in a system that pro^ts from surveilling everything

you do. The system is funded and will be administered by unelected globalists with the power to

cut your access to money, health care, travel and food.

Some of the organizations behind this agenda are the World Economic Forum, the World Health

Organization, the Rockefellers, the World Bank and Bill Gates. Much of what they talk about is

said using altruistic language meant to engage you in a propaganda campaign that conceals their

pro^t motive.

In the real world, digital ID systems have proven disastrous for the average person and have

resulted in marginalization and even death. For example, a random sampling  of 18 villages in

India that have implemented compulsory biometric authentication at rationing stations showed

that 37% of people were unable to get their food for one reason or another.

This means only 63% of people found the system convenient and 37% were in danger of disease

and death. Imagine relying on a system like this every day of your life for your banking, food,

health care and everyday purchases. Canadian immunologist and geneticist Sir John Bell thinks

the COVID-19 medical system could easily be repurposed as “a global program for other

ailments.”

Future mandated health treatments and vaccinations may result in your loss of freedom. For

example, in several years drugs such as mandatory statin treatment as a public health measure

may be required to maintain a valid passport.

Ultimately, these biometric identi^cation systems allow private companies to pro^t from your

personal data.  Many have already been siphoning your online data and selling it to anyone

willing to pay.  However, a biometric identi^cation system will allow them to pro^t from your very

identity, while simultaneously enslaving you to the system.

Natural Immunity Surpasses Shot-Induced Protection

It is crucial that you take a minute to remember that natural immunity surpasses any vaccine-

induced protection. Medical science is proving these vaccines have been useless and irrational.

Daniel Horowitz calls forced vaccination the 800-pound gorilla in the pandemic.

August 25, 2021, in an article in The Blaze,  he reported there are at least 15 studies that show

natural immunity from the previous infection is more robust and longer-lasting than what you get

from the COVID-19 genetic therapy injection.

The data show that vaccine immunity rapidly wanes regardless of the variance. To boost your

immunity, health leaders want you to take a booster after just six months. But, according to the

Mayo Clinic, as of July 2021, P^zer's COVID injection was only 42% effective against infection,

which doesn't meet the Food and Drug Administration's requirement of 50% emcacy  for COVID

vaccines.

Steps to Impede the Threat of Vaccine Mandates and Passports

Investigative reporter James Corbett of The Corbett Report Solution Watch  explores how we

can thwart the threat of vaccine mandates and passports. He stresses there is no one-size-^ts-

all solution across the world. In an earlier article, I listed some general suggestions Corbett

makes to address this:

1. Legal challenges to the vaccine mandates — A variety of legal resources can be found on

The Corbett Report’s September Open Thread.  A thread by HomeRemedySupply, in

particular, contains a long list of legal resources for Americans looking to combat vaccine

mandates, including vaccine exemption documents and much more.  The Corbett Report

Show Notes  also list a variety of resources.

Another resource is The Solari Report,  where you can download a variety of forms. You can

also pursue religious and medical exemptions. Just keep in mind that while this might

temporarily save the livelihoods of some, it does virtually nothing to protect you or anyone

else from tyranny in the long term.

2. Workarounds that don’t necessitate facing the problem head-on — This includes such

things as setting up a network of like-minded people to create parallel economies and

resources  and getting involved in local politics, your children’s school board, where you can

apply pressure and affect change from the inside. You can also sign petitions, such as the

British togetherdeclaration.org.

3. Peaceful protests and demonstrations — There are mass protests taking place all over the

world. Keep in mind that this strategy requires patience and above all persistence. Doing it

once or twice will accomplish little.

The French have been taken to the streets by the hundreds of thousands every weekend for

months. Our leaders are clearly not easily or rapidly swayed by these displays of solidarity

but, over time, peaceful protests can be effective.

4. The ultimate solution: noncompliance — At the end of the day, the most effective long-term

solution is mass noncompliance. It’s important to realize that it’s not our politicians who are

running the show. They’re foot soldiers for unnamed, unelected globalists, which is why

^ghting in the political arena is unlikely to eliminate this threat over the long term.

As noted by Corbett, the technocrat globalists that are the real string-pullers are only able to do

what they do because people tend to just go along with it. It’s that simple. If enough people don’t

comply, their plans fall apart.

If millions of people refuse to comply with the mandates and the passports and then sue their

employers when they’re ^red, if millions force the establishment to go through that hassle, the

establishment will eventually cave. As noted by Corbett, it would become mathematically

impossible for them to enforce tyranny. Ultimately, that’s how we win.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,738 ratings

ORDER NOW
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OMG This is how the NAZI s registered the JEWS ins Auschwitz Death Camps. Tattooing them to register them. What have we come to

???? What a disgrace !!!!!!! I am ashamed of the way the world has looked the other way to protect their careers, jobs, life style, funding,

pr basically selling their soul. NO GOOD WILL COME OF THIS !!!!
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You'd think certain countries would completely REJECT this - I can't even believe this is happening on a global scale.  I can't!
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Don't forget the TV Shoe "Max Headroom" where everyone except the blanks had implanted identi^cation. And the most current

show "The Expanse" I am sure I am forgetting some perhaps others can chime in.
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Its all been pre planned: www.dailyveracity.com/2021/12/17/the-shadowy-cia-data-^rms-behind-the..  In 2019 without publicity,

the European Commission have published a document designed to lead to a vaccine ID being attached to the European passport

by 2022 ec.europa.eu/health/sites/default/^les/vaccination/docs/2019-2022_roa..

 ~ www.ageofautism.com/.../id-2020-re-visited.html  UK Government to Roll Out Digital ID for Pre-employment Checks Starting

Early 2022 www.activistpost.com/2021/12/uk-government-to-roll-out-digital-id-for-..    

Amazon’s Palm Reader Provides A Sneak Peek Into Our Biometric Future

www.activistpost.com/2021/09/amazons-palm-reader-provides-a-sneak-peek..  Amazon opens ^rst full-sized cashier-free

grocery store in Seattle www.youtube.com/watch

 ~ www.techspot.com/news/84150-amazon-opens-^rst-full-sized-cashier-free..  ~

www.naturalnews.com/2021-06-30-whole-foods-mark-of-the-beast-amazon.ht..

 ~ www.bizjournals.com/washington/news/2020/09/23/amazon-grocery-store.ht..  In 2020, the Bezos-owned Amazon Web

Services signed a new deal with the CIA worth tens of billions of dollars.

 www.huffpost.com/.../why-amazons-collaboration_b_4824854
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* “They're telling the unjabbed to take the jab because the jab works. And telling the jabbed to get a booster because the jab doesn't

work ... while telling everyone that the unjabbed are putting the jabbed in danger by not getting a jab that didn't protect the jabbed.”*  A

perfect bumper sticker or tee shirt slogan if I ever saw one. Need an addition in ^ne print stating the same for vaccines in general. *"It's

the same technology that's been used in pets"...cough - cough- can anyone say - mark of the beast? *"The transhumanist movement in

Sweden is built on the cultural belief that digital technology will help humans compete with AI."* Bull spit - it's the kind of thing that

would feed Arti^cial Intelligence.
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Hi Steve... Imagine carrying just about everything you need beneath the surface of your hand - your wallet, keys and ID, all in a

microchip. That’s reality in Sweden, as some early-adopters (2019) implant the tiny devices beneath their skin as we discussed

years back, but few take time to also read the comments and pay much attention. www.youtube.com/watch

 ~ www.activistpost.com/2021/03/swiss-researchers-develop-wearable-microc..  

Of course 'biohacking' itself isnt 'bad' and as above may offer some conveniences if the devices were not found to cause

biological harm such as producing cancer and are not mandatory or required to be able to do something, but that is a far cry from

a digital id used also as population control. The pitch might be Right now it’s very convenient to have a COVID passport always

accessible on your implant which is now required for payment or the DARPA chip to 'detect' covid-19.

There are also goals to develop chips that can be injected into the body with a hypodermic needle and then communicate back

out of the body using ultrasound, providing information about something they measure locally and again alone without

considering the people behind it or how the data is used or the goal to control everyone, alone it has bene^ts.

www.sciencedaily.com/.../210511174133.htm
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COVID-19 Vaccine Passport Arm Implants
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

In a short video that quickly went viral across social media, the Swedish company

Epicenter promoted the company's biochip technology to monitor vaccine status.

Swedish government is heavily invested in technology, which drives Sweden's

economy

*

One study found mandating a vaccine passport leveraged an uptick in accepting

COVID-19 genetic therapy injections, especially those 20 to 49 years; this move

essentially threatens people to get injections or risk being marginalized

*

Other implanted passport technology includes a dissolvable microneedle transdermal patch that injects the vaccine and quantum microdots

with vaccine information to "label people" or tattooing a QR code with the digital information

*

Digital IDs are about control and pro^t, creating a system where people must rely on a chip for banking, food, health care, everyday

purchases and more. Together, there are steps we can and must take to impede the movement toward enslaving society

*
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 ~ www.zerohedge.com/technology/covid-passport-microchip-swedish-company-..   Its been convenient as well to have things

like a ring camera or an alexa, but few are yet understanding the secondary uses for the data it provides.
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hey data, you're always there to Qesh things out with more information. Some might get lost in the weeds, but it is valued by

many to say the least. On a personal note often, information is read or watched, and I know in that moment its above my head,

but usually down the road, other things fall into place and then later it becomes all understood better.
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This is such a major power grab.  I can't even fathom how people could accept this as part of life and what's to come.  But if you ask a

24/7 news watcher, they think everything about life rests on if you get vax'd or not - so they'd also want you punished and away from

society - and that means hooking themselves up with proof they followed the stupid demands for a digital ID.  Jeesh.  Yuck.  

I still wonder what makes people like the good people in this community stand ^rm against authoritarianism - we know people like this,

they won't rest (as Fauci has already said) until every man, woman, child, and baby is vaccinated ... and they'll use everything in their

arsenal for compliance.  For Fauci, it's not even about the shot anymore, it's about forcing people to do what HE wants them to do.  

Sorry Bub, ain't gonna happen.   But PS, I sure know how to heal faster and more effectively these days - pretty cool learning how to

thwart the Qu in ONE DAY!    That will make your beloved Qu shot obsolete also!  Pfft!
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The vaccine passport concept makes you stop and think.  Do you even really want or need the access to what it offers?  Maybe you

would be better off without these things? I don't know many farmers who are preoccupied with thoughts of going out to restaurants,

gyms, theaters, etc.   I suggest farmers start selling the food they produce direct and locally. If at all possible, it makes extra good

sense, at this time, when it may be dimcult due to supply chain disruptions, to get your product to market in a timely manner.  I predict

many farmers will be reconsidering whether they have options to raise something else.  With shipping costs so high, even if it does

reach markets while still fresh, the the increased shipping and processing costs may make it prohibitive to sell to customers.  Those

who are vertically integrated or have good networks will fare best. I would like to see truckers refuse to deliver to WA DC, too.

Stop and think about what you are no longer allowed to do.  You don't need or want most of this stuff anyway. The options to cook at

home and entertain yourself are quite enjoyable and much cheaper and better.   Now, think of what else may be withdrawn in the future

to lock down and punish the unvaxed.  Consider what steps you can take to plan for that and how you will cope. I will tell you what I see.

 People are suddenly discovering shortages. They have been asking me whether I have food and household goods to sell.  Sturdy work

clothing, in men's larger sizes, is in short supply.  Likewise, shoes and work boots.  Seed prices will be high and some shortages by

spring, if not earlier.  Feed, fertilizer and trucking costs will lead to grocery price increases.  Some parts of the country face fuel

shortages.  Meds.
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This is such a good point, Almond!  Thank you for this.   I wish they'd stop trucking to DC also!   I wish I'd never given up on

composting and I wish I still had my chickens...  These are things I can ^x pretty fast - especially with spring coming (for the

chickens) ...  Do you remember when the guy turned his ancient collection of heirloom seeds over to the Svalbard Global Seed

Vault and they LOST THEM?  Right?  Sure!   I live where you can't even begin to kill what nature wants to grow - even putting

plastic and that fabric - things still popped through - the strength of nature is incredible!  I will always feel like the vault was for

eliminating choices - I have never seen a purple corn stalk - and I did used to get organic purple potatoes from Whole Foods -

their mineral counts are so much higher.  But ya, keep feeding us nutrient dry GMOs - UGH!  What are we coming to?
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lovestosing6--my husband has often made fun of me for eating so much 'green stuff.' (lovingly)...and even said, "I'm just gonna

turn you out to pasture." My thoughts now are---maybe we should just ALL learn to eat 'weeds' and enjoy them! LOL
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cows.com
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We grow mostly hay in our farm but have plowed up part of the hay^eld to expand into root vegetables and garlic.  Our hay

customers loved the idea of also buying their winter vegetables from us.
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Almond,  When the big crash comes soon  ;the Globalists will swoop in to "rescue" us at the expense of turning over all our

worldly goods; it may be of use to have a LAND PATENT as a Title is not true ownership & has been lost many times to eminent

domain by governments & corporations. LAND PATENTS cannot be lost and have always won in court. Trick is ^nding a lawyer

who knows how to do it.  I would also add that any young parents out there should be yanking their kids out of government

schools and forming co-ops. Hire the teachers that got ^red for not taking the jab if you can't teach or don't want to. Ten families

could pay a teacher a decent wage if they pooled resources.
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The supply chain shortages are also caused by design to reach the globalist goals. www.bitchute.com/.../BDNogLzIV1or

 ~ www.bitchute.com/.../VuXWUgSIe3tw    Some of the goals: www.bitchute.com/.../tZiN3ZKP4LNW   Plenty of other videos

covered in comments before: www.bitchute.com/iceagefarmer
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For local farmers to do that would require billions. Here, for example, we have thousands of acres of vineyards, thousands of

acres of apples, and thousands of acres of row crops. Once harvested, those things have to be stored.  That's less a problem for

apples, because we already have processing plants and cold storage units (CA's) sumcient to handle things.  Corn or peas, for

example, are another matter. They would need to be process quite differently.  Then there is the matter of selling 5,000 to 20,000

acres of crops to a local population needing only, say, 1,000 acres. Keep in mind, not everyone here is a big corporation, but two

hundred acres under circles or other irrigation here and 500 there add up quickly. AND we have all the other issues to deal with,

like fertilizer and parts acquisitions, dealing with "government provided" water (Grand Coulee Dam) and so on.
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caws, remember, a restraining order doesn't stop bullets. Similarly, a land patent (good luck getting one, regardless of what the

latest gurus say) doesn't stop rogue agents all on the same page (thinking they are masters of their masters). It all boils down to,

government is an imaginary thing and its value exists only when people come together and agree to it.  Even then, government is

incapable of either good or evil. It is only through agents of government that anything can be done in a given government's name.

  However, we have ^fty-one constitutions because those agents cannot be trusted. A review of court case ^les and law reports

bear out the fact our agents are wholly capable of ignoring legal processes (land patents, summonses, complaints, amdavits,

etc.) and committing murder, theft, extortion, rape and so on.

They have been shown to be more than capable of abusing the public trust to overthrow lawful governments.  Though few admit

it outright, the public record is replete with examples of agents usurping powers (e.g., combining the powers of the branch they

are employed in with those of other branches, or even powers reserved to other sovereign countries (states)).  Judges are well

documented as having granted themselves absolute immunity under the guise of preserving law. They are also documented as

having exempted themselves from other laws (e.g., public records access laws).
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dejure and all... The future of agriculture will shift and diverge.  It will get both bigger and smaller. Not all farmers have options,

but some do, esp. the smaller family farms with good soil that will grow diverse crops. Vertical integration will reduce

dependency for some, too. The land dictates what is possible.   As crop production changes, so will many people's diets.

Interesting to think about that... As you mention, those who are heavily invested in one thing or having high debts will be less

Qexible.

Many kinds of farming are very hard work. In spite of the high cost of meat, for example, many shoppers do not understand what

it costs the farmer and how many animals must be raised to make a living.    It is not greed, but love of the land that would make

us think of buying more. I feel we are about the right size. We have had the chance to buy more land, but I recall what my

mother-in-law once told my father-in-law... "We have enough to live comfortably.  What would you do with more land except work

yourself to death?"

Most of my family were dairy farmers. That is some of the hardest work of all. Or, maybe not--I guess we all do what we love. My

grandfather raised his own corn and took great pride in it. I recall how, whenever someone visited, he would go grab an ear of

corn and ask them if it was not the nicest corn they had ever seen. I also remember the blizzards and cold mornings on the

concrete barn Qoor.  Needing to tie a rope between the house and barn so he would not get lost in a blizzard. Going out in the

middle of the night to check on calves. The honey wagon. As much as I love cattle, I prefer to see them on my neighbor's side of

the fence.  The women had just as much work on the farm. In addition to barn laundry and a garden, my grandmother sewed

clothes, made quilts and always had a pile of feathers in the basement waiting for pillows. 4 meals a day on a wood stove and

huge breakfasts. Yet, she always had time for a grandchild.
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dejure and caws.. In a SHTF scenario, with the collapse of social institutions, there will be no law.   Under such conditions, wise

leadership would seek to protect the farms from marauders and allow people to keep whatever private property they own and

goods they have stockpiled.  The inQux of outsiders would need to be controlled and some equivalent of soup kitchens set up for

the hungry.  These measures would contribute to social stability in a just society.  You are not entitled to a "fair share" of what

someone else has worked for, earned and had the foresight to set aside. We have many examples of, when (mostly) ranchers

have come together armed, to defend their property rights.  Only then, does govt back down.  Perhaps more out of fear of the

media exposing their corruption. I admire the sheriffs in constitutional counties who have organized and trained their own citizen

posses, educating more citizens every year.
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Re Almond: "I suggest farmers start selling the food they produce direct and locally." So true, but local farmers are subjected to

all kinds of federal mandates about their produce. When the "plandemic lockdown" hit SE Florida, the farmers were forced to

dumb truckloads of produce! Some local people could bene^t, but in general, people could not travel to the ^elds (it is a distance

here in FL from 'city' to ^elds'). And the grocery stores were NOT ALLOWED to take the produce, partly because of contracts the

grocers had with whatever their 'normal' supply chain was. It was obscene to see truckloads of produce rotting away along the

^elds because the farmers could not just set up a road side stand to sell it. I hope we don't see that happen again but the way the

convoluted federal in-your-face regulations are, it could happen again. I hope it is a lesson that the farmers have ^gured out.
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san... Farmers markets may help some farmers, but are not a good option for many due to the reasons you cite. We considered

that at one time. By the time you load your product (maybe needing to package it, too?), pay for gas, pay market fees, the time on

the road away from home and selling to individual customers, it is expensive and inemcient for many farmers. There are select

cases where I have seen it work. Sometimes, with a large family.

There was one family who were known for their reputation of growing ^ne melons. They would only sell at the farmer's market,

in-season. When their truck pulled in, you could smell the sweet melons from far away. People would line up for several blocks

hoping the melons would not run out. This was years ago--even, then, people were willing to pay $1#, which was an exorbitant

price. Still is, but the melons were that good--like candy. If a family works together, each child can have a "project".

A pumpkin patch, a strawberry patch, sweet corn, eggs... It all adds up. Timber is a crop that can stand for a while when cyclical

markets are not good--forests also provide for the sustenance of the family (food, ^rewood, water?). A young person can buy

logged off land and replant it themself with sweat equity as an eye to the future. A friend just planted a cherry orchard, more for

the lumber than the fruit, as a longer-term investment. Nursery crops can also be pro^table.

Many of your options will depend on the soil, climate, location, taxes, bureacracy. If not this year, then the following year. I already

produce more food than we can use. I have been asked if I will sell it. So far, I give it away to anyone who is conscientious and

does their own picking. I have never believed in charging neighbors for some things. We have cash crops, too, and these will

increase over time. In addition, we allow a beekeeper to use our land. Inventory your seed. Plan your garden and be prepared to

grow your own starter plants this year.
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datadragon has posted some excellent links under my post. Take time to look at them. I may have added a bit more.

Centralization is a plan that has repeatedly failed in many countries. Besides, it is a system that is vulnerable to sabotage and

hacking. The solution is obviously decentralization, getting your hands dirty and backyard farming and gardening. Even with my

years of experience, there are still some crops I struggle with every year, so it will be a much steeper learning curve for those with

no experience or mentors.

However, this sort of action is necessary. www.bitchute.com/.../VuXWUgSIe3tw  ~

www.iceagefarmer.com/2021/11/29/eus-plan-to-replace-farms-cities2030-d..  ~

truthcomestolight.com/energy-crisis-becomes-a-food-crisis-grow-food-an..  ~ www.bitchute.com/.../A5ag1szv2l5s  ~

ice.age.farmer (bitchute.com) Consider the mentioned obstacles... No seed.

You need to save several years of heirloom seed and prevent it from cross-pollinating. Grow only one variety of each. No

fertilizer. Figure out what you have for organic materials. Keep enriching your soil and building huge piles of compost. No

pesticides. Raising organic crops in rich soil will help a lot. Use natural sprays and alternatives. Stock up on such things as

diatomaceous earth. Wood ash for slugs. Various recipes for soap sprays. Etc. Feed shortages affecting the homestead. Raise

livestock that can be raised on pasture.

Raise your own feed. Consider rabbits as weed munchers. Ducks may have some advantages over chickens--compare different

species. Inventory your land and the areas near your home. Learn to identify what grows wild. Seafood? Do not overlook the more

humble sources such as smelt and cray^sh. What can you hunt without modern ^rearms? Perennials. Get your fruit trees, grapes

and berries planted! Mushrms. I advise self-pollinating apple, Italian Prune, Rhubarb, asparagus, horseradish.
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The sheeple will line up for this as if it's no different than lining up for the latest iPhone release ... a warped sense of being "^rst" or

"cool" ... no different than what I'm seeing as it pertains to the jabs, having a vax card, having a tailor made mask, etc.  Heck, every

Xmas card I received this year had a quote on it along the lines of "We're vaxxed and ready to enjoy the holidays".  Call it virtue signaling

or whatever ... I call it mental.
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It's all well and good to say you have to get people to stick together and ^ght back but sometimes it just isn't possible.  I have 73 years

old and it has always been my experience the only white people you can get to stick together are the rich ones. I have been studying and

telling people the rich want a world government for over 30 years. Now that I refuse to get the shots and try to tell the truth about them

and Fauci everybody really thinks I'm nuts.
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What some people will submit to for the sake of convenience!   The truth is that the Cabal is not creating convenience at all.  More

lockdowns and restrictions over imaginary Moronic variants show that there is no end in sight.  Is it convenient to have your Qight

cancelled?  Is it convenient to have the show you waited for shut down inde^nitely?  Is it convenient to never know whether your kids

will be able to go to school or not?  To wait in line to shop?  To not be able to buy what you really need because of shortages?  To have

to line up for still another booster so you can go line up for something essential? They sell us on the convenience, but in reality they are

making life harder and harder.    No thanks!
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NO. The "ultimate solution" is not "noncompliance."  The problem will just be back, with twists that make them harder with which to deal.

Our constitutions, All FIFTY-ONE of them, were written with solutions to this kind of problem built in. Ones that can be put in play when

we can no longer turn to or trust our agents (THE reason all FIFTY-ONE CONSTITUTIONS were written) for protection from other agents.
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Not in my arm
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What’s wrong with the Swedes? I used to have the greatest respect for free and prosperous Sweden, only to see it deteriorate to the

point of empowering immigrants to rape its young women,

www.jihadwatch.org/2016/03/sweden-46-of-women-over-16-are-afraid-to-go..  or persuade its people to have implanted credit cards in

their hands. I can only conclude that it’s been taken over by some egregious woke out of this world entity called sick progressivism.

Anyone from Sweden to educate me here?
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RobinPClarke
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The Swedish lived too far north, remote from the reality that can be better perceived further south.  They didn't understand that

their society has been nice and kumbaya precisely because there weren't loads of other nationalities roaming around in their

local communities.  Contrast the Eastern European countries which have too many bad memories of the problems of visits from

non-locals.
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RobinPClarke I guess you are right, Swedes have not known the Saracens that the southern regions came to know so well after

the fall of Rome, and so many other invaders since, so they have the birth right to be so embarrassingly safe up there in their

seclusion and therefore naive. SWEDES... please wake up and stop behaving like automatons!
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It is puzzling, since Sweden has been handling the plandemic so much more sensibly than anyone else, willing to buck the trend

and pressure. However, they have been headed down a questionable path for a long time. My family left a few generations ago

(along with cousins and uncles) to escape it. Unfortunately, I don't know where to escape to next, as it is rapidly catching up to us

in America... At least my family enjoyed it for a few generations...
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fascism thrives where there is fear. Europe has always been a dangerous place. I cannot remember the number of European

wars I was taught in school. It looks like the respite your family enjoyed Jen3070 is the whole story of Europeans escaping

slavery for a time and now is the day of reckoning. Good point you made.
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caws
Joined On 1/12/2009 12:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Convenience" is killing us. Think about it. Microwaves, cell phones, wi^ routers, smart meters and a pill for everything. It is such a

disconnect to me that the Swedes ; who refused lock downs & masks & basically do have natural herd immunity are now demanding a

vaccine passport. WTF? Perhaps the fact that most of Scandinavia has already transitioned to all digital money years ago makes it

seem ok for them. They pay high taxes and get free health care, daycare and college educations but once the Globalists get full control

that will change in a nanosecond.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The brainwashed and idiots worldwide will be queing up for implants if they are told that they will help keep them safe.  I despair for

these maskeraders and jabbers.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

By now, we know the drill. We've seen it in action. "Prevention is better than cure." First the vaccine, then masks, social distancing,

handwashing, then another dose. Then the booster, and another, and another. Soon they'll issue coupons - after ten doses you get a

PFree FPizza.  The implants will be the same - ^rst the bleeding edge - it only hurts a little. Then, Pversion 2, Pversion 3, and of course

you need to decide: do you want the Coke implant, or FPepsi - or one of those knock-off generic versions. The implant is not a goal, it is

a step - and those who submit will be "lock-stepped".

The goal is a relentless distancing from cures. If we can cure the disease - what is the need for a preventative? If we can cure the

disease, where is the need to track vaccines and other "preventatives". So, "prevention is better than cure." Proof? As we pass 250

million COVID cases "RECOVERED" according to omcial statistics - there is not a single case of COVID CURED. Cures cannot exist. Even

the very concept of cure has been shamed out of science, out of medicine, out of existence. No conventional or alternative medical

practice has a basic theory of cure that can be used to test cured in all curable diseases. As long as we have no theory of cure,

preventatives rule us. Convenient for FBig PFarma, because preventatives sell like hotcakes - even when there is no disease. Cures, not

so much.
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wallinnb
Joined On 12/29/2021 3:47:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Implants of one sort or another have been with us for a while now. The ones that concern me are those that have some measure of

electrical conductivity. Now let us consider EMP. The weaponized version is just too horrible to contemplate as it would probably

destroy one's society along with the target society. The natural version originates with the sun. Every now and then a sun spot will exude

EMP and take down an electrical grid or two or three.  And then we have a very rare Carrington level Event that takes out everything in

its path.  That deep burning sensation between your ears might be your brain implant on EMP. No thank you.
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billstri
Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I expect the "Mark of the Beast" will be a chip implant. It needs to be something that can be read from a distance by a computer. It will

only need to be used for identi^cation. The world government will keep your data on ^le and the government will control the data,

manipulating it to weed out the mis^ts. Then a security guard watching a computer screen of a crowd of people entering a public

facility and the computer can see who is un-chipped and guards will boot them out. They can then also boot out those who don't

measure up to the current political correctness. Not just for vaccines, but for anything. Even deleting vaccine data to force you to be

re-vaccinated again and again.

Anything government ^nds that is wrong with you will prevent you from entering an airport, an airplane, a shopping mall, theater,

traveling across state lines, medical facilities, internet access, and more. If you don't measure up, you will be stuck at home and those

that have the "Mark" and their ^les are "in order" will have to buy your food and provide for you, unless everything is rationed to

decrease global warming. Could get worse if the government collapses the dollar as that would allow the government to con^scate all

of the houses and assign you a place to live, putting multiple families in the same house. It is not just vaccines, but also all medical,

dental, and global warming agenda the government wants to control. A movie called "Atlas Shrugged" provides some example of what

is going on.
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, billstri; if you look at these sites, these "tests" and the manufacturers patents, and talking about smartphone linking-- Two of

them (iHealth and BiNax Now) were listed at Amazon, further down the same page as Dr. Breggins' book; and now are not there

since I posted this. Explored FDA and Patents: Check out iHealth company interests: www.uspto.gov/.../20031125_OG.pdf  ~

patents.google.com/.../en  ~ www.fda.gov/.../download  ~ www.fda.gov/.../download  ~ patents.google.com/.../en  ~

www.fda.gov/.../download    Covid Tests are under EUA for the medical devices; and all that jazz that goes along with EUA

provisions.
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jor1355
Joined On 7/6/2018 1:21:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Omicron is not bad(at least in my mind)because it's fast and very mild,so this could be the end of the virus,because he will replace

the other variants,and probably just run out.What i ^nd very interesting about omicron,it proves without a doubt that it's the virus of the

jabbed people,because they are the only who can travel and spread it worldwide.Just evident,is'nt it???
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chiffonoh
Joined On 11/22/2014 7:08:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Omicron is an anagram for moronic. Delta + Omicron is an anagram for Media Control.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is nothing new about Microchip Implants. They've been manufacturing them for decades and they will be rolling them out soon -

all in the name of Transhumanism. "No one will be able to buy or sell"...humanity is running out of warnings!

biohackability.com/biohacking-your-body-with-r^d-chips

www.facts-are-facts.com/news/history-of-the-implantable-microchip

www.salon.com/2018/08/20/this-company-will-implant-a-microchip-under-y..

There was one company; probably a decade ago that had all of their employees chipped.
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Industry is always wild to demonstrate the usefulness of its products.  Thanks to IBM and Thomas Watson the company, in the early

1930's, used its Hollerith card technology assist Hitler in categorizing Jews and others.  Everything old is new again.  The one book on

this is Edwin Black's IBM and the Holocaust. Whether you extoll Watson or Musk or Gates or the latest and the greatest of the hour, the

result will always be the same.  Nothing good for personal liberty.
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svmeyer
Joined On 11/3/2009 8:22:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Swedish public will embrace this power to bring back normalcy, until they ^nd that it is not their normalcy, but that of those in the

driver seat. Mein Kampf: Adolf hitler  If I cannot remember history, I dare repeat it.
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Would you stop with the conspiracy theories already??? (NOT!!!) I wish people would wake up from this nightmare they are co-creating.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A note on school boards: essentially useless.  That was done in the 90's and early 2000's, & those involved quickly learned that the

centralization federally & corporate control was such that the only 'choices' left in the schools was between revisionist corporatist

curriculum left or revisionist corporatist curriculum right dumbed down to the lowest common denominator, with no tolerance for whole

good, bad & ugly truth which hinders & limits tyranny; and how to pay for that & the other mandates passed down from 'on high' and

'deeper in' where the real choices are made.  

Schools have become cesspools morally, lobotomizing centers intellectually, & insurance for the continuance of ever-increasing

tyranny.  Home schooling is targeted, but is still the best bet.  Be cautious with homeschool groups & curriculums, too....in^ltration &

steering is huge, & publishing centralized & corporately controlled.  The usual problems with centralization, common this & that,

sounding all idealistic & romantic but ending in monopolization in hands of managing elite & tyranny.  Old books & passing on

knowledge a must.  Just as we must now avoid the hospitals & be our own healthcare providers....the schools were taken ^rst.
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chiffonoh
Joined On 11/22/2014 7:08:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want to see the Department of (Re)Education abolished. There is nothing in the Constitution that states that the Federal

Government should control education. It’s more bloat to tax and control people and we are reaping the results of it.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can pluck them out of the dead.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"You can pluck them out of the dead." As in "identity theft", good grief. And that could adversely affect their heirs too.
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listening to the MSM News (with a grain of salt) gives insight as to the next step in implementation of their plan: This is what I learned

today: Being rolled out in Connecticut now: free Covid Tests mailed to your home. The National Guard is helping with rollout and

distribution. A smartphone vaccine passport system has already been introduced; a hearing to discuss it will be in February 2022...

Exploring FDA and Patents; here is info that shows next steps in their plan.  I was not able to access the ingredients at their websites, or

on FDA website (Page Not Found).  

Two of them (iHealth and BiNax Now) are listed at Amazon, further down the same page as Dr. Breggins' book. Exploring FDA and

Patents; here is info that shows next steps in their plan. Check out iHealth company interests: www.uspto.gov/.../20031125_OG.pdf  ~

patents.google.com/.../en  ~ www.fda.gov/.../download  ~ www.fda.gov/.../download  ~ patents.google.com/.../en  ~

www.fda.gov/.../download   Covid Tests are under EUA for the medical devices.  It is imperative the EUA be overturned.
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the movement to give people released from jail a better chance at integrating into society, any record of their jail time is to be erased.

 Weather this is the right thing to do or not, it is another way of tagging individuals.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One accepts the "Pseudo Reality of the Bamboozle" perpetrated by The Powers That Be (TPTB) (Power Elite, Deep State, etc.).  Or one

accepts the "Reality of Common Sense" based on individual experiences and the truth. Learn to play the game, or the game will play

you. We underestimate the TPTB and the hold they have over: our government, banks, media, universities, foundations, and industry.

 The biggest narcissistic psychopathic criminals won't get punished, they will get rewarded. “Dr. Anthony Fauci, chief medical adviser to

the president, is set to receive the largest federal retirement package in U.S. history at $350,000 per year, according to Forbes. |

Newsmax” www.newsmax.com/politics/fauci-governmentagencies/2021/12/28/id/105025..   Thank you, Dr. Mercola and the greater

Mercola community for your tireless ^ght to "pull-back-the-curtain" on TPTB.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM
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Chairman of Volvo, Bilderberg Group.
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can DESTROY THE IMPLANT USING A MAGNETIC PULSAR made from a disposable camera etc. See youtube.  Or by zapping it

using a piezoelectric sparker from a cigarette lighter. Why is everyone so unaware that implants like this cause TUMORS? The body

attacks the foreign object. It a bit like an organ transplant... Many pets have TUMORS at the injection site SPREAD THE WORD.
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Emmacamp
Joined On 8/17/2021 9:52:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And how many thieves and powerful people will kill others for their chips and take them off the dead body. The world ‘s elite will have all

their info tied to a chip too. How many will get killed for their chips?
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM
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Emmacamp, OMG, I didn't even think of that, but no doubt you are correct.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM
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My Covid Advice Washing out your nasal passages with highly saline distilled water kills the coronavirus and stops viral replication in

mucus membranes. Use a Neti Pot - Add a LOT OF SALT  (it’s very anti-microbial).  NEVER use tap or bottled water without boiling it ^rst

(once cool). Distilled water is preferable.  I know people who have stopped Covid in its tracks by doing this. It was the turning point in

their illness. What has also helped TREMENDOUSLY is this: Taking 500 mg of Vitamin C EVERY HOUR. From sun up to sun down - all the

hours that you’re naturally awake. Ex: 7am, 8am, 9am…. For those who don’t have ivermectin or HCQ, here are other remedies that are

also anti-parasitic:

OREGANO OIL  CLOVES  TONIC WATER RAW GARLIC Tonic water contains low level of QUININE - which treats malaria, a parasitic

illness. You can increase Quinine content by making your own Tonic Water using POWDERED CINCHONA BARK (source of Quinine).

Lastly, WEAR A MASK!  I spray mine with THIEVES OIL. That’s a combination of the following essential oils: Cinnamon Leaf Oil Lemon

Oil Eucalyptus Oil Rosemary Oil Clove Oil Thieves Oil originated in Marseille, France during the Middle Ages. Thieves were stealing

money and possessions from people dying from the Black Plague. But the odd thing was that these criminals didn’t die from smallpox

like their victims. In exchange for a more humane way of execution, these robbers revealed their secret. They dipped a handkerchief in

this essential oil combo. Then they held it to their nose and mouth so they wouldn’t breathe in the pestilence.
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DawnieR
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There needs to be articles about the HEALTH effects of these CHIPS.......they CAUSE CANCER!! Those who have CHIPPED their

DOGS/CATS........are EVIL!! PURE.....EVIL!!
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Revelation 11:18 and 16:1-11 KJB.   Fighting against it is part of carrying the cross & making certain of being found worthy to

escape the worst coming...though persecution is a given now & up to that point of removal as the glory was removed from the

^rst Temple before the judgment came (Ezekiel 10; 1 Thessalonians 4 & 2 Thessalonians 2).  The ^rst step is making certain of

having entered in by the same cross, following the true & only Christ who alone is God.  John 1,3 & 8, 14; 1 Corinthians 15; 1

Peter 1, 1&2 John KJB.
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I’m glad I never chipped my pets
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